Introduction
The fuzzy inference system introduced by Takagi and Sugeno (1 st order TS system) in ( 1 ) is a powerful tool for modeling complex nonlinear systems. TS modeling is a multimodel approach in which linear local models associated with TS rules are combined to describe the global behavior of the system. TS rules have high degrees of freedom to improve their performance that makes it possible to express complicated behaviors with a small number of rules which, in consequently, has made 1 st order TS system overwhelmingly popular in the applications of fuzzy logic.
The local models of a TS system are expected to admit valid interpretation as local linearizations of the modeled nonlinear system, allowing one to gain insight into the behavior of the system (interpretation in terms of linearizations is useful in system analysis and local control design, for example in gain-scheduled control ( 2 )). Most applications of fuzzy logic, however, ignore the linguistic aspect of 1 st order TS systems and use them as a substitute of neural networks. Admittedly, it is difficult to obtain interpretable as well as accurate TS systems because of the trade-off between these requirements in fuzzy logic systems ( 3 ) that can be quite drastic ( 4 ). This paper's goal is to focus on this problem. Interpretability problem can be contributed to overparameterization as much as to undesirable properties of TS rule interpolation mechanism. In section 3, it is demonstrated that existing interpretability improvement techniques ( 5, 6 ) deal primarily with overparameterization and the expected solution has to consider the interpolational aspect, as well. For this purpose, we introduce a two-model system configuration (section 4), which includes an additional secondary model complementing the primary (interpretable) one to cancel out the undesired effects of TS inference. To use this approach in practice, an optimization method is developed (section 5). The modeling experiments with the aforementioned system configuration and optimization method presented in section 6
demonstrate that it is possible obtain accurate and interpretable models within TS modeling paradigm.
Takagi-Sugeno systems
We consider multi-input/single-input first-order TS fuzzy systems consisting of R 
With the given system configuration, our natural expectation is that the global output y of the system is formed of distinct and smoothly interpolated local models y r as depicted in Fig. 1 .
Figure 1
This expectation, however, is bound to fail because overparameterization that 
Figure 2
Obviously, this situation commands for the appropriate measure of interpretability.
, the interpretation error can be computed by
which is a weighted (by τ r ) average of the difference between the global output y and all local models y r . For the systems depicted in Fig. 2 
and where
(normalized rule activation degree), (2) becomes equivalent to a least squares problem y = Γθ + ε, where ε is the approximation error, which has the solution, given by (5) 
where
Overview of existing interpretability improvement schemes
To improve interpretability of the local models and consequently interpretability of the global model, there are principally two possibilities. First is to replace global LSE with the local (or weighted) version ( 9 ) that estimates the parameters of the local models separately.
[ ]
W r has nonzero values only in a limited region of input space that explains why each extracted fuzzy rule acts like an independent model related to a subset of training data that is encouraged to produce the whole of the output rather than a component of it. It is also possible to calculate θ in one compact least squares problem
where However, weighted parameter estimation gives an optimal estimate of the local models and does not provide an optimal fuzzy model in terms of minimal modeling error because the aggregation of the rules is not taken into account. That problem is handled by a combined local-global LSE approach proposed in ( 5 ) that aims at striking a good tradeoff between the global approximation and local interpretation, determined by positive constants λ 1 and
The alternative way for interpretability improvement can be derived from the expression of interpretability error (3). Apparently, ε l can be minimized by reducing the role of rule interpolation in the model so that for each given data pair one rule dominates over the other rules (has significantly higher value of τ r ). This can be accomplished e.g. by controlling the overlap of adjacent input MFs ( 10 ). ε l could even be reduced to zero by using boxlike MFs but it has two co-effects. First, technically, such system is a classical logic based system than a fuzzy system. Secondly, isolation of rules hampers system adaptability. Finding the optimal interpolation/isolation balance is therefore not a trivial task. Perhaps the most effective implementation of this strategy is to exponent rule fulfillment degrees directly in the input space as suggested in ( 6 ) so that in (4)
where m > 1 is the rule exponent. When applying global LSE (5), the higher value of m leads to improved interpretability.
The following example demonstrates the effect of described techniques on the identification of a simple single-input function
Figure 3
Training data set consists of 113 uniformly distributed samples in x = [-2.1, 3.6].
Four local models are used, input partition consists of five triangular MFs, centered at the points where the second derivative of (10) As we see, both these techniques are able to extract the local models with considerably more local context the problem can be reduced to a certain level only because of the interpolation properties of the TS inference mechanism, which are observed in greater detail in the following simple example.
Table 1
Tradeoff between interpretability and accuracy becomes very evident here. First, interpolated global output from two neighboring interpretable local models is quite different from the one that one would be expecting intuitively (Fig. 6 ). On the other hand, in order to produce the desired smooth interpolated output with (2), we need to sacrifice interpretability -two interpolating local models give substantially biased local linear estimates of the inferred global function. (Fig 7) . There is no straightforward solution 1 to this problem except a certain compromisewe insert an additional rule (see Fig. 8 ) that on one hand would improve interpolation 1 For example, the issue has been investigated in ( 11 ) where the authors propose to replace TS inference mechanism with a smoothing maximum functional, which only arises further problems. between two existing interpretable rules but on the other hand, interpretability of the inserted rule must be sacrificed. The latter deficiency, however, is acceptable if information about interpretability of any given rule is known (non-transparency can be localized). We accomplish that by organizing interpretable and interpolating rules into separate models as shown in the next section.
Figure 8 4. System Configuration
To distinguish between interpretable and interpolating rules they are divided between two submodels -primary (interpretable) and secondary (interpolative). Each , , 
Note that trapezoid type of membership function can be used instead of (11), with (12-13) remaining valid. Primary model has fully defined combinatorial rulebase (which means that all possible combinations of input MFs are described by it, bringing the total number of rules to ). From the rulebase of the secondary model, initially obtained in the similar manner, however, the rules that satisfy (14) are excluded because they are already described by the primary model. 
Optimizing the System
The (supervised) optimization method described in this section requires a set of training data consisting of K training samples [x k y(k)], predefined number of interpretable rules (P) and is based on the reasoning that if isolation of the rules promotes interpretability of the system, its approximation capacities depend heavily on the level of rule interpolation that takes place within the system. Therefore, initially we have an interpretable model with high rule isolation level and by gradually increasing interpolation zones in appropriate manner we should ultimately reach a satisfying result. Initialization, consequent and antecedent parameter identification and completion of the optimization algorithm are described in the following sections.
Input partition initialization
Unless we have a better idea, initialization of input MF parameters is based on H 
Figure 11
Input partition of the secondary model is constructed from the primary one according to (12) and (13).
Consequent Parameter Identification
To obtain consequent parameters for the two models, the following two-step procedure is used: in first pass consequent parameters of both models are identified together by using (5) 
At this point, regardless of the actual configuration of the secondary model, we are making the assumption that it is a 1 st order TS system just as the primary one.
In the second pass, however, consequent parameters of the secondary model will be properly re-identified, using 
Input partition optimization
After the model is initialized and consequent parameters are identified, we proceed with iterative input partition optimization. In each step of the cycle, k th training sample (of all K samples) responsible for the maximum error ε(k) is identified. Each i th component of this sample will then be projected onto respective axis of x i and fired MFs ( ) of both models will be updated according to the following rules. There are three possibilities (Figs. 12-13 ). 1
In case (a), the core ( c ) of (Fig. 10) is reduced from both sides by a preset value of ∆x. Note that in order to satisfy conditions (12) , some parameters of neighboring MFs also need to be updated. In case (c), the core of is reduced from the left side and has to be updated as well. Figure 12 
Figure 13
Obviously, respective input MFs of the secondary model also need to be updated on the basis of (13) . To complete the training step, it is followed by consecutive application of (5) and (20). Optimization is finished if the stopping criterion (which may be a preset number of training epochs, preset error value or preset error change rate) becomes satisfied.
Results
This section presents three examples 2 of function approximation to demonstrate how the proposed model configuration and the optimization algorithm deal with accuracy-transparency tradeoff. The first example is a function (24) from ( 13 )
approximated from 201 data points placed at equal intervals in [-1, 1] of input space.
We model this function using models with 3, 5 and 9 rules and using different types (constant, 1 st order, (9) and (10) 
are given in Table 2 , where L denotes the number of training steps necessary to obtain minimum value of RMSE. Note that η = 0.5 and ∆x = 0.02 in all experiments.
Table 2
The question here, as it turns out, is not so much how to obtain small RMSE (as it appears, the error falls into the same range, independent of P, except for some experiments with 0 th order consequent functions in the secondary model) but how much interpretability we need to sacrifice (expressed by η final ). In present case, 2 nd order consequent function seems to be the optimal choice. One must take into account, however, that computation of higher order function parameters requires more computational power and increases model complexity. Increase of P similarly pays back with more interpretability (Fig. 14) and faster convergence but must be weighted against system complexity.
Figure 14
In the second example the algorithm has to deal with noisy/corrupt motorcycle crash data taken from ( 
Figure 16
After 30 steps of training (P = 4, Q = 5, η = 0.02, ∆x = 0.02) using (9) in the secondary model, we obtain RMSE = 0.5596 (Fig. 16) , which is about 2.5 times less than the number (1.3927) obtained in ( 11 ) (important note: the result in ( 11 ) is obtained with just four rules). The current approach, however, is more universal, as it does not assume anything about the type of rule interpolation unlike the method described in ( 11 ).
Conclusions
We have introduced a two-model system configuration to improve both interpretability and interpolation in TS modeling and developed the optimization method to fully exploit the properties of the proposed configuration. The experiments show that the proposed approach is able to extract legitimate TS local models from data. Evaluation of models in terms of modeling RMSE and rule interpolation/isolation ratio also indicates that final result depends on the initialization Table 1 . Modeling results of (10). Table 2 . Modeling results of (24). 
